Control Costs, Minimize Risk and Maximize Resources
LexisNexis® Hosted FYI™ delivers the comprehensive data
management, online review and disaster recovery litigation
teams need.

Why LexisNexis® Hosted FYI™ for Your
Litigation Review?

Robust Security
Hosted FYI employs leading perimeter and back-end network

Complex litigation involves multiple parties, numerous

security, firewall and intrusion detection systems, maintains

documents, and vast amounts of data. As you develop

ultra high-speed Internet connections, co-location facilities

and execute case strategy, your team must have the

and terabytes of scalable disk storage. Hosted FYI also has

flexibility to manage risk and control costs in a constantly

the finest data mirroring and failover technology, as well as

changing environment—even when faced with document-

multiple layers of physical security.

intensive cases.

Skilled Project Management and Product Support

Combining secure, state-of-the-art data hosting and

When you need assistance, our expert project managers

document review tools built on the trusted Concordance®

and tech support are there to help. Our project support

discovery review management solution platform, it delivers

team works with you throughout the life of the case and

comprehensive discovery management resources for

will even be available to help with emergencies 24/7.

processing, storing, retrieving, analyzing, reviewing, redacting
and sharing vital discovery information.

Hosted FYI—An On-Demand Solution

Reliable Data Management
Our team is dedicated to protecting the integrity of your
discovery data. All documents are tracked through the Hosted

LexisNexis Hosted FYI, an on-demand offering from

FYI chain of custody process. Our procedures and protocols

LexisNexis Hosted Litigation Solutions, makes it possible

exceed the most rigorous standards.

for you to perform your document review without a costly
investment in IT infrastructure, software, training and staff.
Our on-demand solutions allow you to pay as you go and
only for what you use. No costly long-term commitments.

Effective Disaster Recovery
In the event of a major disaster, your team can be up and
running again quickly, minimizing downtime and allowing for
access to your crucial litigation documents. With Hosted FYI,

Hosted FYI boasts a vast technology infrastructure and is

you can be confident that your data is always there and

staffed by network engineers, database administrators,

always secure.

software developers and litigation support professionals.
The combined strength of our award-winning online software
and expert services help you control risk more easily, reduce
litigation costs and efficiently manage your discovery teams.

Excellent Data Capacity and Processing
The Hosted FYI data processing systems can quickly and
securely convert thousands of documents every hour. We
have the systems and expertise to meet your needs, including
the ability to accommodate hundreds of concurrent users
per case.

Key Highlights

Optimize your Approach to Litigation

Industry: Legal IT

At LexisNexis, we have over 35 years of experience providing

Challenge: Enable law firms to review vast numbers

world-class legal research and hosting solutions to firms just

of documents on a case-by-case basis in a full-service,

like yours. We have managed data repositories and helped

secure, scalable online environment.

review data for organizations both large and small—from

Solution: LexisNexis Hosted Litigation Solutions On-Demand

single-lawyer firms to government agencies.

utilizes Hosted FYI™ to provide law firms with a turnkey
solution to meet their litigation review needs without the
commitment—firms pay only for what they use. Litigation
data can be accessed from any location, anytime, allowing
for remote sharing and collaboration.

LexisNexis Hosted Litigation Solutions On-Demand offers a
full-service outsourced experience that addresses the needs
throughout the life cycle of your case from a company that
knows exactly how your process works. We know you’re a
lawyer—not an IT specialist—and you’d rather be arguing a case

Benefit from dedicated project management to ensure that

than sorting and filing data. So let us do the heavy lifting …

your needs are met. When your caseload gets too heavy,

and let you get back to your case.

rely on our team of experts to help supplement your internal
resources. This solution allows you to get your review up and
running quickly—so you can get back to the courtroom.

Law Firm Reviewers

Law Firm
Administrators

Internet

Third Party

LexisNexis® Customer Support
• 24/7 expert customer
support and professional
outsourced management
and monitoring of your
data storage needs,
data backup and
Litigation Review Platform
network management
• Easily add storage on demand to respond
quickly to new cases
• Choose the litigation review platform that best
suits your case: Hosted FYI discovery
enterprise solution

Data Security
• World-class data backup, recovery and security
• Client-defined chain of custody security settings
customized for each user
• Tier 1 Enterprise network and infrastructure

For more information about LexisNexis® Hosted Litigation solutions, email

HostedLitigation@lexisnexis.com.

On-Demand Litigation Services

• Litigation support on demand to
increase litigation capacity without
making large investments in staff
or infrastructure
• Use our full spectrum of litigation
services. We can handle everything
from collections and filtering to
data processing
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